assignments to variables, PEDL events represent pointcuts in a program. MEDL properties correspond to safety requirements, or the advice for each pointcut. While Java-MaC provides for runtime verification of stand-alone applications, it requires full access to the source code of the application. Aspect orientation provides a way to weave aspects without having to access the source code, thus providing a black box approach to instrumentation and monitoring.
Our goal is to automatically generate AspectJ aspects from MEDL and PEDL specifications. In order to generate aspects, we define a one-way mapping from MEDL and PEDL grammars to the AspectJ grammar. MEDL and PEDL specifications are used to identify properties to be monitored and instrumentation locations. An aspect is created and is woven into either the source code or the byte code. Depending on the needs of the user, the aspect-enhanced code may monitor and detect violations, it may emit data to the event recognizer, or it may emit an event stream to the runtime checker. This allows the Java-MaC architecture to be used in emerging technologies such as web and grid services.
The MEDL and PEDL files for the railroad crossing example were defined as described in [4] . The PEDL file contained the following events: startIC occurs when a train reaches the crossing; endIC occurs when the last train passes the crossing; startGD occurs when the gate is closed; and endGD occurs when the gate starts to rise. The MEDL file contained the properties IC, which means a train is crossing, and GD, which means a gate is down. These conditions are represented as Cond IC= [startIC, endIC] and Cond GD= [startGD, endGD] , with the safety condition safeRRC= !IC || GD. The aspect generated from this specification consists of the safety condition safeRRC= !IC || GD. Two pointcuts are generated to monitor each part of the condition. Pointcut IC is triggered when train_x + train_length > cross_x && train_x <= cross_x + cross_length, which represents the train crossing. Pointcut GD is triggered after Gate.gd() is executed, but before Gate.gu() is called, which represent the gate going down or up, respectively. The aspect monitors the safety condition and, if it is violated, an alarm is raised. Once the aspect was generated, it is woven into the railroad application. The simple aspectinstrumented version detected the same violations as the Java-MaC-monitored version.
The aspect generation is not yet fully automated. In the near future, we anticipate being able to support the MEDL and PEDL languages in their entirety.
